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RELATION OF SNOWPACK ACCUMULATION
TO RED PINE STOCKING
,

ABSTRACT.--A
snowaccumulation
study was
conducted in a 33-year-old red pine plantation
thinned to different stocking levels. Snowpaek

water content increased an average of 2 percent
for each 10 square feet of basal area reduction,
within the range of 60 to 180 square feet of
basal area. Reducing plantation
stocking from
180 to 60 square feet of basal area per acre
would result in 1.4"to 1.9 inches of additional
water in a winter when 6 to 8 inches of precipitation were received,
OXFORD: 111.784:228.1:174.7
Pinus resinosa
(774)

..

Cadillac in the northwest comer of the Lower Pen.
sula of Michigan. The stand is on Kalkaska and Rubicon soils with a site index potential of 70. In 1960
portions of the stand were thinned to stocking levels
of 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 square feet of basal area
per acre. Additional thinning was done in 1966 to
maintain the plots at their designated stocking levels.
Two plots with initial stocking of 166 and 176 square
feet were left unthinned. Nineteen plots were selected for snowpack measurements (fig. 1). All plots
were 0.4 acre in size and were 132 feet (about 3 tree
heights) across.
Some plots were thinned from below, some from

Two-thirds (420,000 acres) of the forest plantations in northern Lower Michigan are either red pine
(Pinus resinosa Ait.) or mixed red and jack pines
(Pinus ba_nksiana Lamb.) (Stone and Chase 1962).
Many plantations are now reaching the size and
stocking level where they must be thinned periodically..Present economic guidelines for thinning red
pine are based on expected returns from timber
(Lundgren 1965). Possible changes in value of other
f6rest resources follow!ng thinning are usually not
considered, primarily because of the lack of quantita'tive information about the effect of stocking level on
these resources. This paper describes the results of a
studydesigned to determine the relation between red

above, and some by a combination of bqth. Others
were thinned by removing every second or third row
(rows were oriented north-south).
However, the
effects of the different thinning methods on snowpack water content were not detectable with the
sampling intensity used, and in any event, appeared
smaller than the effects of. reduced stocking.
Snow measurements were made along a 50-foot
line that crossed several tree rows near the center of
each plot. Ten snow samples were taken at 5-foot
intervals along the line using a Mt. Rose snow tube
and scales. The 10 samples were emptied into a pail
and the accumulated sample was weighed and recorded.

pine density and snow. accumulation, and provides
some of the information necessary to incorporate the
effects of thinning on water yields into management
guidelines,

The winter snow accumulation period usually has
at least one period of rain or snowmelt. Melt rates
and snowpack water loss would be expected to be
greatest in the lower density plots (Eschner and Satterlund 1963, Goodell 1959, Kittredge 1948). Because these are the same plots that have the greatest
snowpack accumulation, the accelerated water loss
could partially or even entirely obscure the accumulation differences. Consequently, sampling dates were

Methods
The study was conducted from 1967 to 1969 in a
33-year-old red pine stand, located 20 miles west of
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heavily thinned plots. These low stocking level plots
appeared as holes in the canopy, and may have accumulated more-snow than they would have if the
same stocking level was maintained over a large area.
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In fact, there was no significant difference (p --.05)
between the snow water content caught in the 30-
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square-foot plots during snow accumulation periods
and that caught in the nearest precipitation station
located in a forest opening 4 miles south. Therefore,
the snow water content in the 30-square-foot plots
(mean of two plots) was used as the total precipitation for the accumulation
periods analyzed.
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Snowpack water content decreased at higher stocking levels for all eight accumulation periods (fig. 2).
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selected so that periods of snowpack accumulation
could be separated from periods of water loss due to
midwinter snowmelt or rain. Snowpack measurements
were usually made several days after every snow accumulation period (after the intercepted snow had
left the crowns, but before any snowme]t water loss
had occurred) and after every period of'snowmelt
that produced water loss from the snowpack. Thus,
it was possible to separate the effect of stand density
on mowpack accumulation without the confounding
effect of intermittent melting. Snow accumulation
'periods that did not have pre- "and post-snowfall
measurements according to the above criteria, or that
' contained substantial amounts of rain or snowpack
water
loss, were rejected from the analysis.
...

Results
Eight snow accumulation period_ ranging from 3
to 33 days, Were selected for analysis from the three
winters of record; In each period there was an obvious trend toward greater snowpack water content
with!ower residual stocking. A typical trend for oni_
snowpack accumulation period is illustrated in figure
1.
Plots thinned to 30 square feet of basal area had
snowpack water contents consistently higher than less
'2
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Figure 2. _Reduction
in snowpack water content at
different basal areas as a percentage of total precipitation. Based on mean of eight accumulation
periods.

The smallest snowpack water content, which occurred
at the 180-square-foot x stocking level, ranged from 34
to 69 percent and averaged about 44 percent of the
precipitation.

x No plots were "actually thinned to 180 square
leer o[ basal area. Data [or this level were obtained
by extrapolating
the trend lines past 176 to 180
square leer.
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The difference in snowpack water content between
plots of different' stocking levels increased as snowfall
increased (fig. 3). The upper curve shows the differ-

square feet, there would be a 2-percent increase in
the snowpack water content for each reduction of 10
square feet of basal area between 180 and 60. The
effect of basal area reduction for different accumulated snowpack water contents
shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3.-L-Difference in snowpack water content for
• selected stocking-level alternatives over a range of
precipitation. The upper curve shows reduction in
. snowpack water content from managing at 180
square feet of basal area as compared with clear
cutting; the lower curve shows reduction from
managing at 180 square feet as compared with 60
square feet.

ence between 0 and 180 square feet of basal area for
' different size storms. The lower curve provides a more
Useful comparison for the forest manager. It shows
• the difference in snowpack water content resulting
from maintaining plantations at 180 square feet
rather than 60 square feet. For example, the snowpac k contained 0.5 inch less water in a 180-squarefoot plot than in a 60-square-foot plot after 2 inches
total precipitation, with an average difference for all
storms of about 25 percent,
Using the above data, it is possible to estimate the
increase in snowpack water content for a given reduction in stocking level. Assuming that the effect of
stocking on snow accumulation is linear over the
range in stocking levels of 60 to 180 square feet of
basal area, and that an average of 24 percent more
snow is accumulated at 60 square feet than at 180
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Figure 4.--Additional
snowpack water accumulated
for given levels of basal area reduction and giveh,
total winter snowfall. Relationshps are for a 33year-old red pine stand with initial stocking of 180
basal area and site index 70.

Total annual precipitation in the study area averages 32 inches (U.S. Weather Bureau 1956). Eight
inches, or about 25 percent, comes from December
to March, mostly in the form of snow. In this area
of highly permeable sands, most snowmelt infiltrates
the soil to recharge the ground-water supply, with
little contributing to direct surface runoff. It has been
demonstrated that the amount of ground-water recharge is closely related to the water content of the
snowpack under these conditions (Urie 1966). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the additional
snowpack gained through reduced stocking will resuit in a proportional increase in ground-water
recharge.
The "snowpack water content" data (figs. 1, 2,
and 3) also include any .snowpack evaporative loss
that occurred during the same time periods. Snow
accumulation during these periods was apparently
typical over the major portion of the winter, and thus
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should adequately represent the net winter snow accumulation. However, the data do not cover the 2-
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water yield picture. Although no local data
able, several interception studies throughout
have shown that rainfall interception by
at least as great as snowfall interception
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1948, Geiger 1965, Rowe and Hendrix 1951). Also,
the effect of conifer stocking on rainfall interception
(Kittredge 1948) is similar in direction to the snow,
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